
Winterlicher Lichterbogen mit
detailgetreuen Miniaturen
Instructions No. 708

This lovingly designed winter landscape consists of various detailed decorative figures against a
background of Napkin technique. So a winter wonderland in miniature  is created.

Here's how it works:

The Light arch consists of two raw wood panels. These are both primed white and left to dry.

For the Napkin technique the two unprinted layers of paper are removed from Napkins , so that only has the top layer of
napkins printed with the motif. The motif plate of the light sheet is sprayed with spray adhesive and the entire napkin motif is
applied to the plate. The Napkin should be crease-free and straight laminated. If necessary, carefully pull the motif back down
from the plate and reposition it. As soon as the motif is perfectly placed, the Napkin is fixed with Napkin varnish . After drying,
the excess Paper is cut away with a scalpel.

Extra tip:
If you want the Light arch to have a picture on the back as well, add a napkin motif to this as well.

Now the motif plate and the base plate are screwed together 

Afterwards you can start decorating : Arrange all the miniature decorations you want to use in advance on the base plate and
mark the individual spots with a pencil. All decoration figures, Lanterns, small firs or other miniatures should now be glued to
the base plate one by one with hot glue. For the small miniature pond, use a piece of from blue part of the Napkin, stick it on
the base plate 
Lead the cables of the Lanterns to the back and fix them in the joint between base plate and motif plate.

Apply decorative snow with a plastic spatula on the base plate, on Lanterns and on the edge of the napkin picture. Do not
use the "pond". As soon as the decorative snow has dried, the pond gets the fascinating water look through 3D gel 

Finally, the battery compartment of the Lanterns is attached to the back and the pears of the light chain are inserted into the
Light arch from behind and fixed with hot glue 



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

633215 Fawn, set of 4 1

614016 VBS Miniatures set "Winter" 2

613941 VBS Decoration lanterns with lighting 1

735520-25 VBS Decorative snow250 ml 1

560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1

110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1

120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1

120340 VBS Napkin brush/Decoupage brush 1

131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1

132824 Hobby scalpel 1

VBS Light arch with 4 tea light holders

5,99 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-light-arch-with-4-tea-light-holders-a29122/
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